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So often we as professional caregivers do not have a personal comfort level with 
talking about End of Life . It takes practice & self exploration.  Upon completing this 
module you will have the beginning confidence to develop your end of life wishes and 
communicate to your loved ones. 
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In our society we plan for everything, from birth of a child, to what schools our 
toddlers will attend , to the perfect elementary & high schools to the 5 star college. 
We plan for vacations, parties for every occasion yet do not plan for a very important 
time of life. 

We have do many excuses not to look at a very important part of our life. 

Presenter can eleborate or ad lib on planning as they see fit. The message is we 
ignore something that should be a priority and prioritize  some things that are less 
relevant. 
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Theses next 2 slides stress why we need to look at our personal end off life wishes.
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There are several things in common for all of us in Planning EOL, 

It is important that we   ….read slide
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For our End of Life  it is  important to identify our individual and specific needs, 

wants , 

desires 

will our goal be satisfied ?
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You can break up into small groups, or give a hand out with each scenario & have 
individuals work on them.  Following the exercise share with all. 

NB: 

This generates a great deal of discussion so organize accordingly to your time 
allotment. 

I have given the scenarios before the class as a prep , which is very time efficient 
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The five wishes can be used as an outline or starting point to prepare writing a 
personal letter to your family. 

Essentially you are answering the question of 

Who will be there?

will make decisions for me if I can’t

WHAT  extent of medical care do you want , do you not want?  

When does all medical care stop ? 

Why have you chosen the person to make medical decisions on your behalf? Why 
have you decided not to choose certain others ? 

These are your wishes so be very specific . 
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Since our End Of Life is personal,  let us  communicate our needs, wants, desires  with 
a personal touch: Write a letter:  “ My Letter to My family for My End of Life “

Incorporate the answers to your five wishes questions. 

EXERCISE: Depending on time , indivudals’ can start  writing their personal letter. 
After the class sm groups can get together to discuss the letter & assist each other as 
needed. 

Sample letter is attached for use as presenter desires. 
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It’s not one & done. Life is dynamic thus our End of Life wishes, wants & desires may 
also change so should be reviewed . 
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No one wants to be forgotten. 

Elaborate with personal experience or with group input over the next few slides 
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How will I be      

remembered ?      

How will I be 

celebrated ?
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Life is never ending . We live in each heart and mind of everyone we have touched .

Our Life is endless.
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These are my some of my favorite authors , books among the hundreds of books and 
articles.
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These are my some of my favorite authors , books among the hundreds of books and 
articles.
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